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Background: A hairpin is the simplest form of RNA secondary structure. It consists of a stem, 

potentially interupted by bulges and internal loops, and an exterior loop (see e.g. [1] for definitions of 

structure termninology). More complicated RNA secondary structure can be thought of as composed of 

hairpins, multi-loops, and what could be called inner-stems, which are not connected to an exterior 

loop. Because hairpins and inner-stems are fundamental units of RNA structure it is of interest to 

efficiently identify these. 

  Algorithms for predicting general RNA secondary structures (excluding pseudo-knots) run in time 

cubic in the length (n) of the sequence (O(n^3)). This is true both for the energy minimization 

algorithms and for the probabilistic stochastic context-free grammar (SCFG) approaches, which we 

focus on here. By restricting the prediction problem to non-bifurcating RNA structures, i.e. hairpins, 

the time-complexity can become quadratic in sequence length (O(n^2)). This can for instance be seen 

from the variant of the CYK algorithm defined for covariance models (see [1], chapter 10), which is 

defined for a restricted set of seven types of production rules. When the bifurcation rule is not used, the 

algorithm only iterates over two indices. Though writing up grammars using this restricted set of rules 

is not always the most compact and efficient approach, it may be convenient in this case as it simplifies 

the structure of the parsing algorithms. Pedersen et al ([3]) shows how the general RNA secondary 

structure describing grammar of [2] can be rewritten using the above mentioned restricted set of 

production rules. 

 
 

Goals: Define an SCFG describing RNA stems including bulges and internal loops that allows 

quadratic time parsing and hence prediction. Write up the modified versions of the CYK, inside, and 

outside algorithms that would be used to parse this grammar. 

 

Perspective: The above grammar could be used to predict hairpins in RNA sequences. the parsing 

algorithms could be modified to efficiently identify local hairpins. A modification of the parsing 

algorithm would also allow the grammar to be used to predict stems between non-contiguous sequence. 

  However, for the the applicaition of genomic identification of functional RNA structures, it will 

useful to extend the grammar to handle multiple alignments instead of single sequences, as done in [2] 

and [3]. The grammar should then be extended with rules that describe non-structured regions to 

identify structured regions in seas on non-structured / non-transcribed sequence (see the grammar used 

in [3]).  Faster algorithms exists that can find repeats in nlog(n) time and it could also be worth 

considering “almost perfect repeats”. 
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Further comments:  Jan Gorodkin also reduced complexity, but for multiple sequences. Bjarne 
Knudsen and Zsuzsanna Sükösd pointed us to these references: 
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Left: a secondary structure over 8 nucleotides,  Middle: alternative representation of the same structure-
sequence.  Right: It is possible to find repeats and “inverted” repeats very fast.  A large number of such 
repeats are likely to be part of the true secondary structure.  
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